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ABSTRACT 
 

As the Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors (RERTR) fuel 
development program has furthered the technology of low enriched uranium fuels, 
much effort has been expended to specify requirements, perform appropriate 
inspections, and to qualify experimental fuel plates and assemblies for irradiation. 
A great deal of consideration has been given to generate examinations and criteria 
that are both applicable to the unique fuel types being developed and consistent 
with industry practices for inspecting plate-type reactor fuel. Recent developments 
in quality assurance (QA) methodologies have given a heightened confidence in 
satisfactory fuel plate performance. At the same time, recommendations are given 
to further develop a system suitable for the testing and acceptance of production 
fuel elements containing low enriched uranium fuels. 

 
1. Introduction 
 
The RERTR program has been tasked with developing low-enriched uranium (LEU) nuclear 
fuels to be used in lieu of high-enriched uranium (HEU) fuels in research reactors worldwide 
[1]. Specifically, the RERTR Advanced Fuel Development project (RERTR-AFD) has 
developed LEU fuels with uranium densities that are high enough to enable the conversion of 
several high power research reactors. The RERTR-AFD project has developed uranium-
molybdenum (U-Mo) alloy fuels in both dispersion and monolithic (i.e. foil) forms. As the 
RERTR-AFD project advances toward qualification of U-Mo fuels and subsequent technology 
transfer and commercial deployment, much effort has been expended to establish QA 
practices that are pertinent to these fuel types and consistent with current QA practices for 
plate-type reactor fuels. 
 
Due to similarity in fabrication technique (i.e. powder blending, fuel core compacting, and 
cladding via roll bonding) anticipated changes in QA methodology will be minimal for those 
reactors able to convert using the U-Mo dispersion system. Monolithic fuels, however, differ 
somewhat in fabrication technique and other characteristics which directly affect QA 
methodology. Since the higher uranium density of monolithic type fuels will be required for 
conversion of five US High Power research Reactors (HPR) [1], careful examination of the 
current QA practices for these five reactors has been performed to avoid the establishment 
of techniques that are not sensible for commercial fabrication. Accordingly, this document is 
primarily focused on QA methods pertaining to monolithic type fuel plates. 
 
Although the conversion of these high power research reactors will occur at least a few years 
from the current time, the institution of commercially suitable QA methods for LEU monolithic 
fuel assemblies is of immediate concern to the RERTR-AFD project due to the near term 
schedule of the RERTR Full-size Element (RERTR-FE) demonstration. The RERTR-FE 
demonstration will consist of the irradiation of driver fuel elements in Idaho National 
Laboratory’s Advanced Test Reactor (ATR). RERTR-FE demonstration elements are 
planned to be identical to existing ATR driver fuel elements except that 11 of the 19 fuel 
plates will have LEU fuels cores in place of the current HEU aluminide dispersion fuel. The 
selected fuel type for use in RERTR-FE monolithic fuel plates is a monolithic foil composed 



of U-10Mo (10wt% Mo), coated with a thin zirconium interlayer on both sides, and clad in 
aluminium alloy 6061 by Hot Isostatic Press (HIP) [2]. Current efforts to define commercially 
appropriate QA practices are tailored to this fuel system and fabrication process. Unlike any 
RERTR-AFD irradiation to date, the RERTR-FE demonstration will be performed in driver 
fuel reactor positions (as opposed to experiment positions) and the monolithic fuel will be 
required to “drive” the reactor. Consequently, RERTR-FE demonstration elements must 
conform to a QA system of equivalent rigor as is currently required for commercially 
produced driver fuel elements. 
 
2. QA Methods 
 
Due to close collaboration with the ATR, much of the QA methodology currently adopted by 
the RERTR-AFD project has been modelled after existing specifications for ATR driver fuel. 
Although the majority of QA specifications currently applied to RERTR-AFD experimental 
monolithic fuel plates are identical to those for ATR driver fuel, there are a few exceptions. 
These exceptions are primarily attributed to differences in fabrication scale (i.e. research vs. 
production), status of current technologies and data relating to monolithic fuels, and 
differences in the fuel type/fabrication method. Figure 1 provides a summary of the 
fabrication processes for both dispersion and monolithic type fuels. Figure 2 displays a 
summary of QA inspections and outputs correlating to each respective fabrication stage seen 
in Figure 1. More detailed information regarding these summaries can be found in references 
[3], [4], [5], and [6]. 
 

 

Figure 1: Fabrication Processes Overview 

 

Figure 2: QA Inspections and Outputs 



A close look at the summaries in Figure 1 and Figure 2 reveals that monolithic and 
dispersion fuels differ only somewhat in fabrication and QA methods; particularly in plate and 
element processing stages. Notable differences occur predominantly in fuel preparation and 
processing stages (2 through 4) as well as stages 6 and 7. Several of these differences are 
likely to be inconsequential for industrial fabricators of monolithic LEU fuel. For example, 
dimensional inspection of cast coupons rather than sieve analysis of atomized powder will 
not require establishment of novel, complicated, or unproven QA inspections. Some 
differences, however, may prove to be noticeable departures from current industrial QA 
practices. These dissimilarities occur primarily in fabrication stages 4, 6, and 7 and are 
discussed in greater detail in section 3 of this paper. 
 
It is also worth noting that a few deviations from industrial QA methods are practiced by the 
RERTR-AFD project due to differences in production scale and data evolution rather than 
fuel nature or fabrication techniques. Other deviations from industrial QA are due to the 
experimental nature of RERTR-AFD irradiations. For experimental irradiations there are 
safety driven upper fuel loading limits, but, since these experiments are not required to 
“drive” the reactor, there are no lower fuel loading limits. As mentioned earlier, upcoming 
RERTR-FE irradiations will use monolithic fuel in driver positions. Consequently, lower 
loading limits, as well methods to characterize uranium mass loading, are currently being 
established. It is also worth noting that radiography for fuel loading homogeneity (i.e. hot/cold 
spots) may be effectively performed on monolithic foils prior to encapsulation in cladding 
since the HIP process does not “form” the fuel core like roll bonding processes.  This 
deviation in the sequence of inspection is not noted in Figure 2, but would allow for 
fabricators to reject suspect foils before further processing and may be of benefit. 
 
3. Discussion and Recommendations 
 
As the technology state of the monolithic LEU fuel departs from laboratory scale and 
approaches commercial deployment many of the deviations from conventional QA methods 
for plate type fuel will likely be rectified. For example, established fuel systems, such as the 
HEU aluminide currently used in the ATR, are fabricated by established formulas via 
qualified processes [6]. As the processing parameters necessary to produce qualified 
monolithic fuels become more mature then inspections may be augmented with process 
controls. In some cases, this will enable inspections to be performed on a statistical sampling 
basis whereas RERTR-AFD experimental fuel plates are currently qualified on a 100% 
inspection basis. For example, HIP processing parameters such as time, temperature, and 
pressure will likely be established as part of a qualified process in a production setting. 
 
The same will be true of QA practices currently driven by incomplete data set for monolithic 
fuel. As the data set for monolithic LEU fuel approaches completeness, distinct criteria may 
be deployed. For example, ultrasonic testing (UT) for bond quality on RERTR-AFD plates 
currently enforces no specific criteria for acceptance over monolithic foils due incomplete 
data [5]. However, much UT data, such as average signal attenuation through fuel, has been 
obtained for monolithic fuel plates during recent RERTR-AFD irradiation campaigns. 
Corresponding criteria will likely be deployed in forthcoming specifications. 
 
Another example of incomplete monolithic data relates to fuel plate forming. The majority of 
the HPR’s that will require monolithic fuel for conversion use fuel plates which are formed to 
specific curvatures. Current commercial fuel plate qualification processes use UT inspection 
of fuel plates to determine bond quality and minimum cladding thickness when the fuel plate 
is in the flat, or pre-formed, condition. Due to the presence of U-Mo foils, the mechanical 
behaviour of monolithic fuel plates differs somewhat from dispersion fuel plates. As a result, 
phenomena regarding monolithic fuel plate behaviour under forming (i.e. bending stress) 
have not yet been entirely quantified. Upcoming RERTR-AFD irradiations will test monolithic 
fuel plates in curved arrangements [7]. Additionally, fabrication of a UT scanner capable of 
inspecting curved fuel plates is underway. It is not anticipated that forming will have a 



deleterious effect on monolithic fuel plates and that UT of these plates for QA purposes in the 
flat condition will be sufficient. UT inspection of formed plates will likely elucidate this matter. 
It is also acknowledged that future RERTR-AFD irradiation will incorporate burnable poisons, 
such as boron carbide, into monolithic fuel plates. QA methodology for burnable poison 
homogeneity in monolithic fuel plates will likely be addressed as it is now; by process 
qualification and intermittent destructive examination of fabricated fuel plates. 
 
As mentioned previously, a handful of QA practices and inspection techniques are unlike 
industrial practices due to the nature of the monolithic fuel and fabrication methods. These 
practices have received particular attention in preparation for the RERTR-FE irradiations. 
The first such item involves massing the fuel core of each plate. In conventional dispersion 
fuels the matrix, fuel, and poison powders are massed, blended, and compacted before 
encapsulation in cladding. This method allows for direct measurement of the mass of the fuel 
material which, in conjunction with chemical and isotopic analysis of fuel materials, can be 
used to determine uranium 235 (U-235) masses in the fuel plates. In the monolithic system, 
cast U-Mo coupons are formed into raw monolithic foils and bonded to Zr interlayers as part 
of the same rolling operation. These raw foils are then sheared to final size and massed. 
Consequently, the final foil weight cannot be obtained until the thin Zr interlayers are bonded 
to the U-Mo; making it impossible to mass the U-Mo alone. 
 
Since tolerances for U-235 mass loading can be as rigorous as ± 1% for HPR’s [6], it is 
recommended that a suitable method for inspecting the mass of monolithic fuel cores be 
established. One such method may involve the use of microscopy to establish the average Zr 
interlayer thickness based on initial thicknesses, rolling reduction schedule, and other 
pertinent variables. These thicknesses may then be used to calculate the portion of the 
monolithic foil mass that is U-Mo. Another method may involve performing immersion density 
measurements on each monolithic foil, prior to HIP operations, in order to obtain foil volume. 
This volume may be used, in conjunction with the known physical densities of U-Mo and Zr, 
to calculate the portion of the monolithic foil mass that is U-Mo. At the present time, 
immersion density is performed on production HEU dispersion fuel plates to assess void 
density. Void density measurement will not likely be required for commercially produced 
monolithic plates, but a similar inspection may be implemented on the foils themselves to 
quantify foil volume. In either case, chemical and isotopic analysis of U-Mo material may then 
be used to determine the U-235 mass. 
 
Currently, fuel plates for HPR’s are bonded and formed to final thickness by roll bonding; 
giving a surface finish typical of rolling processes. For monolithic plates, the current 
fabrication scheme involves machining fuel plates to final thickness. Subsequent to either of 
these processes, fuel plates are chemically cleaned and treated in an autoclave to create a 
corrosion resistant aluminium oxide layer in the form of boehmite. Although the surface finish 
of machined plates can meet current HPR specifications for average roughness, laboratory 
inspections of the boehmite layer thickness via eddy current instrumentation have shown 
some sensitivity to different kinds of surface finish (i.e. rolled vs. machined). It is 
recommended that this matter be investigated more fully and that appropriate standards be 
developed for machined monolithic fuel plates. 
 
Another concern regarding proposed monolithic QA practices is the practice of blister 
annealing. Blister annealing is performed on dispersion type plates by holding the plates at 
an elevated temperature for a prescribed amount of time in order to form raised areas on the 
plate (blisters) due to the coalescence and expansion of entrapped gases [4]. It has been 
shown that blister annealing is detrimental to monolithic fuel plates due primarily to 
differences in thermal expansion coefficients between aluminium 6061 cladding and U-Mo 
foils, causing two-dimensional out-of-plane bending [8]. It is also proposed that blister 
annealing treatments are not applicable to HIP’ed monolithic fuel types due to lack of 
porosity in the fuel core and degas/evacuation steps associated with the HIP method. For 
this reason, it is recommended that commercial QA regimes for monolithic fuel do not 



enforce blister anneal treatments. This recommendation however, will leave something of a 
schism in the current HEU QA system. It is worth mentioning that, unlike existing industrial 
HEU QA processes, bend tests are performed on excess cladding strips which are removed 
from RERTR-AFD experimental fuel plates during final plate sizing [5]. In some ways, this 
test may be used to compensate for the proposed elimination of blister anneal testing as it is 
easily performed and can be an effective determination of clad-to-clad bond strength. 
However, bend testing may not be a suitable substitution for blister annealing in commercial 
monolithic QA practices since it is a destructive test that cannot be performed on actual 
plates and it does not inspect for clad-to-fuel bond quality. 
 
For the above reasons, it is recommended that future commercial QA processes for 
monolithic fuels adopt 100% UT inspection for bond quality on all fuel plates (as opposed to 
partial scan). It has been shown that UT inspection is capable of detecting bonding defects 
typical of the monolithic system without blister annealing treatments [8]. Substituting blister 
annealing with more rigorous UT inspection will likely require investigation of UT 
methodology and acceptance criteria with particular attention given to monolithic type plates. 
These considerations might include phenomena such as pronounced edge effect, signal 
attenuation through monolithic foils, and kissing bonds at bonding surfaces (i.e. bonds that 
adequately transmit UT signal but are not effectively bonded). In regard to the latter, some 
research has been performed to non-destructively characterize kissing bonds with ultrasonic 
techniques [9], [10]. It is recommended that similar techniques be investigated and put into 
practice as appropriate in the QA methodology of monolithic fuel plates. 
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